
“With LEAP’s 
secure AWS 

servers, we don’t 
need to run 

any paper files. 
While there is 
always paper 
somewhere, 

we’re essentially 
a paperless 
office to the 

extent we can 
be.”
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Paul Cate established Cate & Co in January 2018. His 
varied experience across multiple industries ties in 
well to providing legal services across employment, 
family, civil & criminal, commercial, maritime and 
agriculture and more.

When it came to selecting a practice management system for his new 
firm, Paul considered both LEAP which he had used before and other 
options. Through his investigations, it became clear that LEAP was the right 
investment to set his business up for success.

Security and support, two crucial factors why Cate & 
Co chose LEAP

Having client data stored in Australia on LEAP’s secure AWS servers allows 
Paul to run a secure, paperless office.

“With LEAP’s secure AWS servers, we don’t need to run any paper files. While there 
is always paper somewhere, we’re essentially a paperless office to the extent we can 
be.”

Support was another deciding factor for Cate & Co

“If I have a problem, LEAP will fix it. I can’t be unavailable; the work doesn’t stop 
because our computer system is offline. I’m a Lawyer first, and my clients expect my 
time to be focussed on their matter, not fixing tech issues.”

LEAP’s transition processes allowed Cate & Co to get 
up and running quickly and smoothly
“The transition was seamless. The account was opened, I did some training with 
my fantastic trainer and it was brilliant. We opened the doors two days later and 
started taking on new clients.”

Premium support and mobile accessibility were key 
to Cate & Co’s decision to start up with LEAP.



“LEAP is the 
whole package. 
I love Print to 
LEAP, LEAP’s 
secure online 

payments, 
document 

scanning, guides 
and precedents, 
and InfoTrack.”

PAUL CATE
SOLICITOR DIRECTOR

CATE & CO

For more information, please visit www.leap.com.au

To book an obligation-free demonstration call 1300 607 625

Increasing productivity and efficiency was made easy 
with LEAP’s Mobile App and By Lawyers

“With the LEAP Mobile App I can operate as a micro practice without an office, 
keeping our overheads down to a minimum. It allows me to meet clients at their 
location of choice and I still have access to LEAP on my phone where I can review 
files, take notes & communicate with clients. I’m building my practice to use all of 
LEAP’s functionality, ensuring my matter administration time is the lowest it can be.”

“We also chose to include By Lawyers with our LEAP investment, which is packed 
full of precedents and guides. This makes LEAP a great option for micro practices 
working across a range of areas of law.”

A few other LEAP features Cate & Co can’t live without
“LEAP is the whole package. I love Print to LEAP, LEAP’s secure online payments, 
document scanning, guides and precedents, and InfoTrack.”

 
Cate & Co’s advice to law firms not using LEAP is 
simple
“You should be working with an integrated package that saves time on admin and 
frees you up to be a better lawyer for your clients.”
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C A S E  S T U D Y

https://www.leap.com.au/legal-software-integrations/bylawyers/
https://www.leap.com.au/features/legal-client-accounting/
https://www.leap.com.au/features/legal-content/
https://www.leap.com.au/features/integrated-legal-searching/

